SUMMER OPPORTUNITIES IN BRAZIL

Quick Information:

Organization Name: Alana Institute (Instituto Alana)

Related Words: Children, Social Engagement, Civil Society

Location: São Paulo – SP, Brazil

Program Length: 8 weeks.

Language Level: Intermediate to Advanced Portuguese

Relevant Area of Study: TBC

Short Paragraph:

Organization Mission Statement: The Alana Institute, partnered with Alanapar and the Alana Foundation, seeks to find transformative pathways for new generations, working toward a more sustainable world of excellent human relations. The Institute is a nonprofit civil society organization that brings together projects with the objective of social mobilization for childhood issues. Founded in 1994, the Institute today has seven of its own projects and four with partners and is supported by an endowment fund since 2013. Its mission is to “honor the child” and is founded on the trio of innovation, communication, and advocacy. http://alana.org.br/

Student Intern Activities: Alana’s Innovation Department. Internship activities to be designed alongside the student, based on the major needs of the department and the range of skills and interests of the selected candidate.